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An optoacoustic device consisting of a XeC1 excimer laser and a measurement cell with an attached
piezotransducer was used for detecting microparticles suspended in liquid probes. The potential of op-
toacoustic diagnostics of microinhomogeneous liquids was enhanced by applying informative parameters
of optoacoustic response. Probes of distilled water and Dow Chemical latex suspension were used in
experiments. It was shown that cavitation mechanism of optoacoustic conversion taking place at laser
fluences below the optical breakdown threshold was well-suited for individual microparticle detection.
The approach proposed is different from the well-known breakdown counting optoacoustic technique.
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INTRODUCTION

Optoacoustic conversion consists in inducing acoustic waves in a liquid sample by
its irradiation with a light beam of varying intensity. The phenomenon is used as a
basis of the well-established version of liquid spectroscopy.
The mechanisms of laser sound generation are various and their relative contribu-

tions depend strongly on the released energy density. At a small energy deposit, the
linear thermooptical effect dominates in the process of sound generation. This effect
is based on the thermal expansion of the portion of the media where the light was
absorbed. The magnitude of acoustic response appears to be proportional to the op-
tical absorbance of a liquid. This relation forms the basis of low-energy optoacoustic
spectroscopy of homogeneous liquids and related tasks. The presence of light-
absorbing microparticles (dust or colloidal particles, for example) in a liquid probe
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changes essentially the pattern of sound generation due to "delayed" heat deposit
from particles to liquid. The efficiency of the process increases if the energy input
exceeds the threshold of vaporization of the liquid surrounding the absorbing par-
ticles. As a result of liquid vaporization bubbles appear, and their expansion leads
to effective sound generation? At higher energy deposits, the light-absorbing particles
in the fluid play the role as nuclei of optical breakdown of a liquid.4 The further
increase of the light intensity obtained, for example, by focusing of the laser beam
leads to the formation of laser spark developing in the focal region.
The effect of microparticles’ disturbing contribution has been observed in a number

of experimental studies in optoacoustic spectroscopy,6-8 statistical properties of op-
toacoustic signal being of special interest. At the same time, optoacoustic conversion
can be an efficient tool for assaying microparticles. The CW optoacoustic conversion
was used to detect the presence of relatively large particles of BaSO4 (of about 10
and larger) in water.9 Unfortunately, the use of CW optoacoustic methods has the
disadvantage of low sensitivity. The optoacoustic contribution of individual particles
immersed into non-absorbing liquid have been studied theoretically in the case of
pulsed laser excitation.

Papers-14 treat the possibility of microparticles detection by using the laser break-
down mechanism of optoacoustic conversion. Statistical properties of optoacoustic
response have been applied to detect submicron polystyrene particles at ultra-low
concentration. The disadvantage of the developed technique is that a very high in-
tensity of the laser radiation is required resulting in a very small detection volume.
The subject of the present study is the development of below-threshold-fluence

optoacoustic diagnostics of diluted suspensions. Fluences are limited so that there is
no laser spark formation. Vapor bubble formation is instead observed as a set of
individual events, .and the possibility of a single particle detection is thus provided.

THEORY

During optoacoustic studies of homogeneous solutions one is faced (as a rule) with
only one informative parameter of the acoustic response, i.e. the pulse magnitude p
which can be expressed for a cylindrical laser beam of radius a in the following
form:

p (ot/u2E)/(rra3/2Cpr/2), (1)

where E is the laser pulse energy, r is the distance of the observation point from
the beam axis, a is the absorption coefficient of the probe, u, and Cp are velocity
of sound in liquid, isobaric volume expansion and heat capacity coefficients. How-
ever the applicability of the expression (1) is restricted to the cases when it is possible
to neglect contributions due to microparticle-induced additional conversion
mechanisms. In the case under study one also have to consider other informative
parameters, such as statistical parameters, energy dependence of averaged response
magnitude, time domain and frequency domain parameters of acoustic response.
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Statistical Parameters

One can represent the results of a series of acoustic response magnitude measure-
ments in the form of a histogram. By analyzing the form of the histogram and its
approximation by means of some known probability distribution law, it is possible
to estimate a sample’s content. It is known that in the case of a homogeneous liquid,
the sample thermoelastic response is of good repeatability. The resulting histogram
can be approximated with good accuracy by the Gauss probability distribution law;
the mean magnitude value <p> coincides with (1), also the standard deviation, rp is
defined by the level of the reception system noise.
At low laser fluences, the additional response of the liquid due to the thermal

relaxation of.microparticle system within the mono-dispersion approximation is
described by the following mean magnitude <Ppa,>: 5

<Ppart> (flNkaE/cpR (rrux3/8r) 1/2, (2)

where X is the thermal diffusivity of a particle, N is the number concentration of
particles, R is their radius and ka is the dimensionless absorption efficiency of particle
absorption which depends on optical constants of the particle material as well as on
the laser wavelength ; to R ratio. For dielectric particles having refraction index n

n’ + in" with n’ > and n" < 1 it is possible to put down for ka:16

k [1 -exp (-8rrn"R/h)] .exp [-0.2 (n’2 -n"2)/2 -1)]. (3)

It follows from (2) that the ratio of standard deviation O’p of the low-energy particle
contribution to the mean magnitude can be put down as O’p/<ppart> (VoN)-!/2 where
Vo is the volume of the laser-induced acoustic source (the intersection of the laser
beam and the sample). It is possible to detect the component (2) of acoustic response,
caused by the particles, if N is not too small, hence the inequality O’p/<Ppart> << 1 is
valid. As a result, one is faced with good repeatability of the total response at low
energy deposits.
At a higher laser fluence, interaction of the laser beam with a weakly absorbing

inhomogeneous liquid can lead to strong heating of immersed particles. Their
temperature can exceed the boiling temperature of the host liquid. It is possible to
roughly estimate the corresponding fluence threshold value Eth for a single absorbing
particle as follows"

lth (4R/ka) AT (pC)particl (4)

where AT is the difference between the boiling point and the initial temperature of
the liquid. For small particles (Srm"R/; << 1) lq is proportional to R, and the value
eth is independent of their radii. For sufficiently large or strongly absorbing particles
(8rrn"R/, >> 1), k 1 is valid, and the value eth increases with the particle radius.
Let us estimate the threshold value Eth for typical atmosphere aerosol microparticles7
which are most often found in water, assuming AT 80. For strongly absorbing
carbon particles (k 1), the corresponding values of the fluence threshold eth can
be estimated as 2.10-3 J/cm (for R 0.1 um), 2.10-2 J/cm (for R 1/m), and
0.2 J/cm (for R 10/m). For weakly absorbing dust microparticles (quartz ones,
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for example) having n" 0.06-0.025, R 0.1/m and lq 0.9 the estimation of
gives a value of (2-5). 10-3 J/cm2. In the case of high quality polystyrene latex, eth
can be estimated as 10-1 J/cm2.
To analyze the peak pressure response of the near-focal point volume as a function

of laser energy we will use the simple model assuming the spherical symmetry of
expanding vapor bubbles and taking into account their collective response. The
elementary expanding vapor cavity is an effective radiator of a spherical sound wave.
Cavitation mechanism "switches on" in that very region of the beam where the
following threshold condition is valid:

e(x,y,z) > , (5)

where the function e(x,y,z) describes the energy density distribution within the laser
beam. If there are only absorbing particles of equal radii R and if the vapor in the
bubble is transparent to incident light, we can put the energy balance equation for
a single expanding cavity with coordinates (x,y,z) at the stage of energy deposit as
follows:

(hp/karrR2) (0V(t)/0t) = 0[e(x, y, z)g(t) eth]/0t, t < r, (6)

where h is the enthalpy difference between the initial water stage and its critical
point, pv is the vapor density, V(t) is the current bubble volume, v is the laser pulse
width, and g(t) is the temporal pulse profile. It is possible to take parameters of the
critical point (for water h 3000 J/g, Pv = 0.3 g/cm3) and write V(’r) as V(’r) -_-
"r[0V(t)/0t]lt__0. For the leading spike of the compression pulse radiated by the bubble
during the energy deposit stage we can use the following expression:8

(t / 3 ,V(’r)t-(r/u) t- (r/u) < "r,
(7)

P =P 4rrr2r v

where p is the liquid density. As follows from (7), the peak pressure of the pulse
occurs at the moment t- (flu) r. During a long period after the laser pulse is over,
the bubble is characterized by much slower expansion. The work is done against the
outer pressure in the liquid, and the kinetic energy is transformed into potential
energy stored in the expanded bubble. The phase of rarefaction is emitted during
this stage. From the analysis of the previous expressions it is evident that for single
particle the linear dependence of the peak pressure Pb with respect to the energy
deposit is expected:

Pbubl (3/4rrpvh) pkaR2 [e(x,y,z)--eth]. (8)

It follows from (8) that the considered mechanism is characterized by a significant
contribution of individual particles satisfying the threshold condition (5). In the case
of monodisperse suspension it is easy to detect the phenomenon by studying the
resulting histograms which suffer broadening thus giving (O’p/<Pbub >) 1. In the
case of polydisperse suspension it is natural to expect more complicated, non-
Gaussian types of response-magnitude probability distribution.
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Energy Dependence ofAveraged Response Magnitude

The linear segment of <p> (E) dependence of the type (1), (2) gives way to non-linear
types as energy grows up. The corresponding exponents additionally characterize the
type of suspension. Let us again turn to the model of a diluted monodisperse suspen-
sion. By taking into account the simultaneous radiation of sound by numerous
bubbles satisfying the threshold condition we can explain the non-linear growth of
the averaged peak pressure <p> with E. Using (7), (8) we obtain in the far field in
the direction perpendicular to the laser beam axis

<p> (3/4r2rpvh) NpkaR2ovodVo((x,y,z)-lth), (9)

where the coordinates of the volume V0 satisfy (5). Assuming uniform energy density
distribution in the laser beam cross-section and using the expression for e(x, y, z)
in the form e(x, y, z)/e0 a/[a02+(z/m)], where ao is the focal spot radius, rn
2rra0/?,, eo is the maximum energy density in the focal spot, we finally obtain

<Pbulb> (1/2r2rPvh) NpkpR2a3othm [(E/rraeh) 1 ]3/2. (10)

It should be mentioned that similar calculations with the Gaussian beam profile
gives the same result. If there are particles of different size immersed in the host
liquid, a stronger than of power 3/2 dependence <p>(E) is expected. Here we are to
take into account the concrete form of n(R) dN/dR and the energy threshold con-
dition for eth which now depends on the particle size. It has been shown that a
uniform law of carbon particle size distribution provides the dependence <p> t E4.

Thus, the laser-induced buble formation, accompanied by the intense sound genera-
tion due to the expansion of the buble, results in additional acoustic response of an
inhomogenious liquid sample irradiated with a pulsed laser beam. The laser fluence
threshold of buble formation strongly depends on the size as well as the optical and
thermal constants of the particle material. As a consequence the acoustic response
undergoes sufficient fluctuations depending on the particle properties and its position
within the irradiated volume. The effect may find application in detection of in-
dividual microparticles in high purity liquids. Analysis of the acoustic signal statistics
can be used to estimate the content of the liquid sample. Moreover, the additional
information on the optical properties and size distribution of microparticles can be
obtained by analyzing the laser fluence dependence of the averaged acoustic response
magnitude.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental studies were conducted with the aid of the setup presented in
Figure 1. The pulse of a XeC1 excimer laser (?, 308 nm and "rt 30 ns) passed
through a diaphragm, an attenuator and a quartz lens and then was focused into an
optoacoustic measurement cell filled with the analyzed suspension probe. The cell
of stainless steel having quartz windows is analogous to that described in Ref. A
piezoelectric transducer having the responsivity 7 #V/Pa and the frequency band up
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Figure 1 Experimental setup.

to 200 kHz was attached to the cell. The cell was filled with a filtered distilled water
probe containing particles with radii less then 0.3 #m. Other probes represented un-
filtered water and diluted Dow Chemical latex suspension (R 2.2 #m).
The output signal of the transducer passed through the preamplifier with the gain

Ku 32. After additional amplification by the final stage amplifier, the signal was
recorded by a digitizing oscilloscope ($9-8, sampling frequency 20 MHz) and trans-
ferred to an IBM PC-XT computer. The laser energy measurements were provided
by means of a calorimeter. The original software was used for signal series (1000
shots) recording and histogram analyzing. The averaged series magnitude and stand-
ard deviation were calculated at this very stage.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental histograms of acoustic response of two irradiated probes are
presented in Figure 2. The first probe represents double distilled unfiltered water,
while the second one represents filtered water with particles larger than 0.3
removed. The three pairs of histograms are associated with three different laser fluen-
ces. Microparticles exhibit themselves by varying the probability behavior of the
response as the energy level grows up. At the below-threshold level both histograms
are of symmetrical type (Figure 2a). Their width is defined by laser energy fluctua-
tions and the transducer noise level. The shift of the most probable magnitude value
of the unfiltered water with respect to the filtered one corresponds to particles con-
tribution (2). This contribution is of linear thermal relaxation origin. No cavitation
contribution can be found at this stage.
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ligure 2 Histograms of acoustic pressure magnitude for unfiltered (1) and filtered (2) distilled water
at different laser fluences. Dashed curve (3) represents the noise signal.
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The second pair of histograms (Figure 2b) corresponds to a fluence of 0.19 J/cm
which is well above the cavitation threshold. The comparison of two curves shows
that small particles still don’t change the histogram type, while the presence of large
particles leads to the formation of a "long-tailed" histogram. The latter distribution
is of a sufficiently larger standard deviation as well, which is due to a small amount
of the "above-threshold" particles in the conversion region. Notice, that this cir-
cumstance is consistent with the consideration of the previous theoretical section. It
should be said that the most probable magnitude value still corresponds to the linear
thermal relaxation contribution. This intermediate energy regime is the optimal one
for individual microparticles detection.
And, finally, the histograms of Figure 2c illustrate the case of a sufficiently large

energy deposit of 0.54 J/cm when the cavitation mechanism dominates for unfiltered
water and becomes significant for filtered probe containing microparticles with radii
under 0.15 vm.

It is useful to compare the above discussed histograms to the fluence dependence
of the averaged response magnitude. Such dependence is presented in Figure 3 and
corresponds to that very energy interval where one can follow the transition from
the thermal relaxation mechanism of sound generation to the cavitation one. The
dependence <p>(E) is of linear type if the fluence is under 0.2 J/cm2. The nonlinear
dependence observed at higher fluences is well approximated by <p> ot E2 if I >
0.5 J/cm2. The reception in the intermediate fluence range (0.2 -0.5 J/cm2) is, probab-
ly, influenced by the steepening of the front spike of the response which results in
high frequency resonance excitation of the transducer.
The histograms of Figure 4 were obtained for the mixture of diluted latex suspen-

sion and the initial particles content of the filtered distilled water used as a host
liquid. The latex concentration comprised 1.9 x 10 cm-3. This amount was sufficient
to distort the left edge of the initial histogram. The growth of the averaged magnitude
was another distinguishing feature. It was found in accordance with theoretical
presumptions that the monodisperse component (latex) changes the left edge of the
histogram while the polydisperse component (initial particles) holds on the fight
edge. This feature becomes evident if one plots histograms in log-log coordinates
(Figure 4b). Thus by analyzing the hi.stograms of acoustic response one can distin-
guish between polydisperse and monodisperse suspensions.
By comparing the histograms in Figure 2 (b) and (c) one finds that the larger

particles present in unfiltered water can be detected at the lower laser fluence, even
though in accordance with the above theoretical estimations the threshold of bubble
formation increases with the particle radius. The reason is that in both cases the laser
fluence is well above the cavitation threshold and the ratio between acoustic response
magnitude and noise level is of critical importance. This is evident from the following
rough estimate of the detection threshold for a single quartz particle of 0.1 vm radius
in water. For the typical piezotransducer responsivity 20 vV/Pa and amplifier spectral
noise density 2 nV/Hz/2 (in the frequency band 0.01-1 MHz) the corresponding rms
noise level comprises 0.1 Pa. For the given values it follows from (10) that the
signal-to-noise ratio of about 3 is obtained if E/rra > 0.02 J/cm2. In practical cases
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Figure 3 Plot of mean pressure magnitude versus the laser fluence for filtered distilled water. The best
fit line (dashed line) has a slope of 2.33.

the intensity of the ambient acoustic noise may range up to ten times of that of the
amplifier, and it is necessary to have the laser fluence over 0.2 J/cm to obtain the
same signal-to-noise ratio.
The experimental results suggest that for a XeC1 laser radiation the fluence of

0.5 J/cm in the detection volume is sufficient for counting atmospheric micropar-
ticles with radii under 0.15/m suspended in water. The value is well below the
threshold of optical breakdown observed at the laser fluence of about 20 J/cm2. As
a result, at a fixed laser energy the detection volume and hence the efficiency of the
particle counting is two-three orders greater than that available in the laser break-
down method.

Individual microparticles counting provides a very low detection limit for insoluble
impurities in water. Thus for quartz microparticles of 0.1 um radius and 102 cm-3

concentration it can be estimated as 1 ppt. Furthermore, the use of laser sources with
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Figure 4 Histograms of acoustic pressure magnitude for filtered distilled water (1) and the same water
with addition of Dow latex (2.2 um) suspension (2) in linear (a) and log-log (b) coordinates.

different wavelengths makes it possible to analyze suspensions of microparticles
varying in composition. In our experiments with an excimer pumped dye laser operat-
ing in the visible region (red and green) no bubble formation took place up to the
laser-induced breakdown in the suspension of quartz particles weakly absorbing the
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laser radiation, whereas in the suspension of strongly absorbing carbon particles this
process was observed under 1.06-tm laser irradiation?

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the optoacoustic conversion in microinhomogeneous liquids
exhibits itself mainly by means of light absorption by microparticles and subsequent
processes, i.e. thermal relaxation and cavitation. There exists individual energy
threshold of bubble formation depending on the particle material and radius. The
below-threshold energy regimes are optimal to apply laser induced cavitation for
individual particles detection. The informative parameters of acoustic response in-
volve statistical parameters, energy dependence of averaged response magnitude and
time domain and frequency domain parameters.
A XeC1 (A 308 nm) excimer laser was used to detect atmospherical microparticles

as well as artificial latex suspension. The individual particles detection regime
provides the responsivity level of the method of about I ppt.
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